Get ZotReady
with UC Irvine’s Emergency Notification System

It is important that everyone take zotALERTS seriously. If there is a threat to the campus community, a zotALERT will be sent to those who have signed up describing the nature of the situation and instructions on immediate protective actions. If you haven’t already signed up for zotALERTS be sure to do so at oit.uci.edu/zotalert.

zotALERTS will:
• Send text messages to registered mobile numbers
• Broadcast emails to all uci.edu accounts
• Notify UCI desktop users with an alert (coming soon)
• Be broadcast on ZotRadio WQTB, AM 1690
• Be published on UCI and UCIPD social media pages

Follow instructions of all zotALERTS and wait for an all-clear message before resuming normal activity.

QUICK LINKS:
UC Irvine Homepage: uci.edu
Emergency Hotline: 866-IRV-NEWS (866-478-6397)
twitter: twitter.com/ucirvine • twitter.com/zotready • twitter.com/ucirvinepd
facebook: facebook.com/ucirvine • facebook.com/zotready • facebook.com/ucirvinepd